Background

Myocardial perfusion imaging with single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is an important imaging modality in the management of patients with cardiovascular disease. Myocardial perfusion SPECT (MP-SPECT) plays a key role in the establishing diagnosis, prognosis, assessment of therapy and intervention, and myocardial viability [1-3]. The accuracy of the interpreting and reporting MP-SPECT studies, either by visual interpretation or with assistance of computer software packages is dependent on the overall quality of the study and how consistent and predictable is the tracer distribution for patient’s specific disease state. MP-SPECT is a complex process, artifacts and pitfalls can arise at any stage in MP-SPECT process, and can be grouped into issues related to the instrument, issues related to the patients, attenuation artifacts, tracer kinetics/distribution artifacts, and processing related artifacts [4]. The interpreting physicians should develop understanding of all possible MPS artifacts and pitfalls, and develop a systematic approach to correct them and how to incorporate their influence into the final interpretation of the study. The American Society of Nuclear Cardiology (ASNC) is strongly in favor of the standardization of MP-SPECT reporting [5]. The final impression is the most critical part of the MP-SPECT report. The final report must states clearly, whether the study is normal or abnormal. However, in some cases with interpretive uncertainty, multi category reporting of MPS has been proposed, 5-category system include: normal, probably normal, equivocal, probably abnormal, and abnormal [6]. The use of multi category in the final category results in incorporating non-perfusion and clinical information, and therefore enhances risk stratification of MPS compared with a dichotomous normal/abnormal approach. Non diagnostic study such as inadequate stress or poor quality images is another
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**SPECT acquisition and analysis**

Patients underwent rest–stress myocardial perfusion studies with either a separate–day protocol or a same–day stress–rest sequence. The choice of tracer and same–day or separate–day protocol was based on logistic requirements. The rest dose in patients who underwent a separate–day rest–stress protocol was 10 to 370 Megabecqurel (MBq) of either technetium–99 (Tc–99m) sestamibi or tetroflosmin. The stress dose in patients who underwent the rest–stress same–day protocol was 1100 MBq mCi of either (Tc99m) sestamibi or tetroflosmin (estimated patient’s radiation dose 8 to 12 mSv). Tc–99m sestamibi or Tc–99m Tetroflosmin was injected during peak pharmacological vasodilatation with adenosine (140μg/kg/min), or dipyridamole. Single photon computed tomography (SPECT) imaging was started 30 minutes following pharmacological vasodilatation. Rest SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging was initiated at approximately 60 minutes following injection. SPECT imaging was performed with line source attenuation correction at 90° dual–detector gamma camera (Cardio MD, Philips Medical System, Milpitas, California) equipped with attenuation correction and truncation compensation. The acquisition parameters and post processing were performed according to the most recent guidelines of the ASNC for nuclear cardiology procedures [12].

All images were reoriented in short, vertical, and horizontal views utilizing Auto SPECT (Cedars–Sinai Medical Center, Los Angeles, California) for visual interpretation by an experienced nuclear medicine physician. The reader was not biased by clinical information. Stress and rest perfusion images were scored using 17 tomographic segments, which included 6 segments each for the basal and midventricular slices, and 4 segments for the apical short–axis slices. The final segment is located on the most apical part of the left ventricle [13]. Finally; gated short–axis images were processed with quantitative SPECT software to measure the ejection fraction. In the visual analysis the 17 segments were scored for perfusion defects on a 4–point system (0 = normal; 1 = mild; 2 = moderate; and 3 = severe) for both the stress and rest images. From this analysis, ischemia was defined as a change in segmental score between stress and rest. Segments with no change between stress and rest were classified as nonreversible. Summed stress and rest scores were calculated by summing the 17 segmental scores in each imaged set. Utilizing the summed difference score (SDS) in measuring defect reversibility was calculated from the difference between the summed stress and rest scores. A SDS
lower than 2 was considered nonischemic, 2 to 7 was considered as mild ischemia, and greater than 7 as considered as moderate to severe ischemia. The reader made the final determination of an abnormal SPECT study by comparing both the perfusion and functional data. The perfusion defects represented by the perfusion scores at stress and rest were used to form the interpretation of the MP-SPECT studies using the 5 levels of certainty: (1) normal; (2) probably normal; (3) equivocal; (4) probably abnormal; and (5) definitely abnormal, based simply on the various combinations of perfusion scores as it has been described previously.

**Computed tomographic coronary angiography and image analysis**

Patients, without contraindications, received metoprolol targeting a heart rate of ≤65 bpm and nitroglycerin 0.8 mg sublingually before image acquisition. A bolus tracking technique was used to calculate the time interval between intravenous contrast (Visipaque 320, GE Healthcare; Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) infusion and image acquisition. Final images were acquired with a triphasic protocol (100% contrast, 40%/60% contrast/saline, and 40 cc saline). The contrast volume and infusion rate (5 to 6 cc/s) were individualized according to scan time and patient body habitus. Prospective or Retrospective ECG-gated data sets were acquired with the GE high definition CT (GE Healthcare; Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) with 64×0.625 mm slice collimation and a gantry rotation of 350 msec (mA=300 to 800, kV=120). Pitch (0.16 to 0.24) was individualized to the patient’s heart rate. The CCCTA data sets were reconstructed with an increment of 0.4 mm using the cardiac phase with the least cardiac motion [14].

**CTA image analysis**

Images were processed using the GE Advantage Volume Share Workstation (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, USA) and visually interpreted by 2 expert observers blinded to all clinical data. A 17 segment model of the coronary arteries and 4 point grading score (normal, mild (<50%), moderate (50% to 69%), severe (≥70%)) was used for the evaluation of coronary stenosis, obstructive CAD was defined as coronary diameter stenosis ≥50%.

**Statistical analysis**

Continuous variable with normal distribution were expressed as mean (standard deviation). Variable with Skewed distributions were expressed as median. Categorical variable were expressed as frequency (percentage).

**Results**

64 patients were with suspected CAD were enrolled in this study, the mean age was 51 ± 24 years, (36 (56%) male and 28 (44%) female). Table 1 shows patients characteristics.

**SPECT Findings**

1. Probably normal or probably abnormal SPECT: 23 (36%) patients, Patients with anterior and/or inferior wall defect most likely related to attenuation artifact related to soft tissue attenuation. Attenuation artifacts were not corrected by attenuation correction or prone imaging (Figure 1a,b).

2. Abnormal function and mildly abnormal perfusion: 10 patients (16%), such as mild heterogeneous perfusion or mild fixed or reversible perfusion defect, dilated cardiomyopathy, patients with segmental wall motion abnormalities, abnormal left ventricular function, and patients with left bundle branch block (Figure 2a,b).

3. Equivocal and non–diagnostic: 31 (48%) patients, this category include inadequate exercise (non–diagnostic), uncorrected patients motion, and other technical issues.

**CCTA findings**

1. Normal Coronary arteries: 46 (72%)patients

2. Mild stenosis , less than 50% stenosis : 5 (8%) patients

3. Moderate stenosis , more than 50% stenosis but less than 70 stenosis: 7(11%) patients

4. Severe stenosis, more than 75%: 6 (9%) Patients.

**Table 1: patient characteristics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of patient</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men, n (%)</td>
<td>35 (55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women, n (%)</td>
<td>29 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>51 ± 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m2)</td>
<td>32 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVEF (%)</td>
<td>50 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension, n (%)</td>
<td>43 (65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes, n (%)</td>
<td>26 (39%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoker, n (%)</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercholesterolemia, n (%)</td>
<td>25 (38%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1a: A 55-year old women with hypertension and hypercholesterolemia presented with atypical chest pain. The patient was referred for exercise myocardial perfusion SPECT. On stress and rest images there were mild fixed defects in the inferior wall (arrows) and anterior wall (arrow heads). Note also extensive extracardiac activity adjacent to the inferior wall. Gated images (not shown) demonstrate global hypokinesis and low left ventricular ejection fraction, 38%. SAX= short axis, VLA= vertical; long axis, HLA= horizontal long axis.
Relationship between CCTA and SPECT

Patients with normal coronary and mild stenosis contributed to total of 51 (80%) patients of the study population and considered to have nonobstructive CAD. Patients with moderate stenosis 7 (11%) and severe stenosis 6 (9%) patients contributed to total 13 (20%) patients and considered to have obstructed CAD. The relationship between SPECT and obstructive and non-obstructive CAD as follow:

1. Patients with probably normal or probably abnormal SPECT: only 2 (9%) patients out of 23 had obstructive CAD.
2. Patients with Abnormal function and mildly abnormal perfusion: 5 (50%) patients out of 10 had obstructive CAD.
3. Patients with Equivocal and non-diagnostic SPECT: 6 (19%) patients out of 32 had obstructive CAD.

Discussion

The main findings

CTCA is the next diagnostic test of choice in patients with equivocal, non-diagnostic, or portably normal and probably normal MPS, 80% of such patients will typically have normal coronary artery or nonobstructive CAD (less than 50% luminal stenosis). Although, MP-SPECT is the traditionally gate keeper before conventional coronary angiography (CCA), it is not an optimum strategy in such clinical circumstances due to very low specificity of MP-SPECT in such cases [15]. However, patients with abnormal MP-SPECT and obstructive CAD, CCA is the appropriate next step to confirm the diagnosis and for possible intervention, in patients with normal CTCA no additional test required, CTCA has a negative predicted value of 96 to 99%.

Interpretation of MP-SPECT

MP-SPECT must be reported by qualified and certified physician in nuclear cardiology and or nuclear medicine. The preferred report should follow the most recent guidelines published by major relevant societies: e.g. ASNC or society of nuclear Medicine (SNM) [5]. Although all component of MP-SPECT report are important, the final impression is the most important part. The final impression must state clearly, the study is normal or abnormal. Other categories such as non-diagnostic, equivocal, probably normal or probably abnormal must be used very infrequently as much as possible, less than 10%. We consider these categories are uncertain and in most circumstances further work up is mandatory required, these patients typically referred to CCA Before availability and widespread of CTCA. CCA of many patients was typically normal which subsequently decreased the MPS specificity and exposed patients to invasive test with potential complications and higher cost. CTCA is noninvasive test with added value of coronary artery calcification assessment and calculation of coronary calcium score for CAD risk stratification, and can assess cardiac function and structure if needed. For many practical and clinical purposes, we believe MPS final impression...
should be reported into one of these three categories, Normal; abnormal and, third category includes non–diagnostic, equivocal, probably normal, or probably abnormal. From author experiences referring physician are not accepting the category of probably normal or probably normal.

Non-diagnostic or equivocal MPS

Both non–diagnostic and equivocal MP–SPECT has same uncertainty in patient management and clinical decision. In fact, referring physician rely very much on our recommendation. The interpreting physician must be aware of all MP–SPECT process; there is certain true artifact such as patient’s motion gating [16]. These must minimized in preparation for and during the study, recognized and corrected if they are present. Some other factors related to the patients and cardiac abnormalities such as balanced ischemia, dilated cardiomyopathy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and LBBB are more probable classified as interpretation pitfalls. It is essential for MP–SPECT reader to be aware of these factors, to limit them whenever possible, and to and recognize them when they arise in clinical situations.

Relationship between MPS and CTCA

Based on our 3 MPS results categories, CTCA was diagnostic in all patients; however the distribution of abnormalities varies among the 3 categories. Patients with probably normal or probably abnormal have only 9% obstructive CAD, indicating the perfusion abnormalities in these patients most likely related to soft tissue attenuation and true perfusion defect, but approximately 50% of patients with abnormal LVEF, cardiomyopathy, or patients with LBBB have obstructive CAD. This observation is important and indicates in such patients before nonschematic cardiomyopathy diagnosed, further evaluation of CAD with CTCA or CCA must be considered. Only 19% of patients with non–diagnostic or equivocal MP–SPECT have obstructive CAD. The significant variable CTCA results in the three MPS categories suggests further work up to diagnose or exclude CAD but with different disease prevalence.

Complementary role of CTCA

CTCA in such clinical circumstances offers several benefits, because majority of such patients (80%) have normal coronary arteries and CTCA obviates any further work up. In addition, Coronary calcium score can be acquired as a component of CTCA; coronary artery calcium score has major prognostic value and CAD risk stratification. Finally, left ventricular function and other cardiac structure may be evaluated if needed in certain clinical situations. We believe that certain patients may benefit from CTCA directly without MPS, such as patients without prior history of CAD e.g. prior PCI of CABG, patients with newly diagnosed heart failure, patients with LBBB and young patients with atypical chest pain [17,18]. The essential role of MPS in patients with known CAD is very well established, MPS is the key in management of CAD in diagnosis, prognosis, risk stratification, assessment of therapy and assessment of myocardial viability.

Hybrid imaging versus sequential imaging

Hybrid imaging is simultaneous imaging of both coronary anatomy and physiology with SPECT or positron emission tomography (PET) and CTCA. One study found that, using invasive coronary angiography as a gold standard, the hybrid technique had a higher positive predictive value than either technique alone (81%, for CTCA, 86% for PET, and 100% for hybrid imaging) and similarly higher specificity (87%, 91%, and 100%) [19]. The added value of simultaneous assessment of physiology and anatomy is well established. However, before widespread acceptance it will be essential to identify which patients subsets testing strategies can be enhanced by the use of technique. Sequential imaging techniques with MP–SPECT and CTCA is an alternative approach, in this approach, as in our study, Equivocal, non–diagnostic or borderline MP–SPECT may be further investigated by CTCA as a complementary test. Similarly nondiagnostic CTCA, uncertainty of coronary stenosis or none– valuable coronary artery due to severe calcification or motion artifacts on CTCA can be further evaluated by MP–SPECT. The advantages of the sequential approach include: minimization of radiation exposure, reduction of unnecessarily invasive coronary angiography and revascularization after CTCA or equivocal or nondiagnostic MP–SPECT, minimizes misdiagnosis such as false positive or false negative MP–SPECT, e.g. balanced ischemia of left main disease [20].

Study limitations

Our study has some important limitations, one of the major limitation is relatively small number particularly in subsets categorization of MP–SPECT to non–diagnostic, equivocal or borderline (probably normal or probably abnormal), definitely study with higher number is more representative, however patients selection and exclusion in such retrospective study limit total patient population number. Other limitation include no follow up with CCA which considered as the gold standard test for evaluation of coronary artery anatomy, classification of CTCA as normal or mildly abnormal versus obstructive based on well–established guidelines of CTCA reporting.

Conclusion

Non–diagnostic, equivocal, or probably normal or probably abnormal MPS I is infrequent final impression of MPS report nevertheless it causes a management dilemma. CTCA is essential in such clinical circumstances the majority of such patients have normal coronary artery based on CTCA with excellent negative predictive value. Some patients will require further evaluation of CAD with gold standard CCA. The main advantages of CTCA in such clinical circumstances include avoidance of unnecessarily invasive test and additional cost. The sequential approach of both MPS and CTCA seems to highly suitable in patients with nondiagnostic or borderline normal MP–SPECT.
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